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Abstract

A new class of exponential propagation techniques which we call exponential propagation iterative (EPI) methods is
introduced in this paper. It is demonstrated how for large stiff systems these schemes provide an efficient alternative to
standard integrators for computing solutions over long time intervals. The EPI methods are constructed by reformulating
the integral form of a solution to a nonlinear autonomous system of ODEs as an expansion in terms of products between
special functions of matrices and vectors that can be efficiently approximated using Krylov subspace projections. The
methodology for constructing EPI schemes is presented and their performance is illustrated using numerical examples
and comparisons with standard explicit and implicit integrators. The history of the exponential propagation type integra-
tors and their connection with EPI schemes are also discussed.
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1. Introduction

The presence of a wide range of temporal scales in a system of differential equations poses a major difficulty
for their integration over long time intervals. Such stiff systems are routinely encountered in scientific appli-
cations from plasma modeling to chemical kinetics. The development of numerical techniques which provide
computational savings over commonly used algorithms can allow one to solve problems faster and access pre-
viously unattainable parameter regimes.

A major difficulty in solving large stiff systems of nonlinear differential equations is choosing an efficient
time integration scheme. Typically one has to make a decision whether to use an explicit or an implicit
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method. Explicit schemes require the least amount of computation per time step but the allowable time step is
severely restricted by the stability requirements. Implicit schemes have much better stability properties and
allow significantly larger time steps compared to explicit integrators. However, this advantage comes at the
expense of a significant increase in the amount of computation needed at each time iteration. In particular,
a typical choice for solving such problems is a Newton–Krylov implicit integrator. For large-scale stiff systems
the cost of this method is dominated by the solutions of large linear systems at each Newton iteration. Expe-
rience shows that for general large-scale nonsymmetric problems GMRES is a natural choice for solving the
linear systems; however, unless one can exploit the structure of the problem and develop a good precondi-
tioner for these matrices, a Newton–Krylov method can become prohibitively expensive [1]. If it is possible
to construct a good preconditioner for a particular problem the Newton–Krylov method becomes a very effi-
cient way to solve the stiff system and is difficult to outperform. But for many problems constructing an effec-
tive preconditioner is a non-trivial task and one would like to have an alternative method that would provide
savings compared to both explicit schemes and implicit Newton–Krylov integrators and would not require
developing a preconditioner. These are the classes of problems where exponential propagation method can
become advantageous.

The idea to use exponential time differencing (ETD) to construct an effective integrator for stiff systems
has a long history and has been introduced and reintroduced in the literature many times (see Section 3).
However, only when it was suggested to combine this idea with the Krylov subspace approximation of
functions of matrices has it become viable to use ETD to construct time integrators for large-scale nonlin-
ear stiff systems – the effort to construct such methods is a relatively new development. Due to the novelty
of these ideas, limited understanding of their performance, and lack of well tested schemes which compare
favorably to standard integrators, these methods have not yet been widely used. In fact, to our knowledge
none of the previously developed exponential integrators have been clearly demonstrated to outperform the
Newton–Krylov implicit integrators which are methods of choice when a large stiff nonlinear system of
ODEs has to be solved.

In this paper, we introduce a new class of exponential propagators which we call exponential propagation
iterative (EPI) methods. The methods are based on a key observation: if a Krylov projection is used to approx-
imate a product f(A)b between a function f of a large stiff matrix A and a vector b then the convergence rate of
the Krylov iteration will depend on the properties of the function that has to be approximated. Specifically, if
a Newton–Krylov implicit integrator is used to solve a large stiff system of ODEs then at each Newton iter-
ation the Krylov projections are used to approximate the product f(A)b = (I � A)�1b, where A is the Jacobian
matrix multiplied by a time step, I is the identity matrix and b is a vector. So in this case the Krylov projections
are used to approximate products of a rational function f(x) = 1/(1 � x) of a matrix and a vector. If one uses
currently available exponential integrators then the Krylov projections are used to approximate products
between a vector and an exponential of the matrix eAb or an expression (eA � I)A�1b. To get an accurate
approximation to the solution these operations have to be performed several times per time step. We approach
the construction of an exponential integrator by expressing the solution in terms of a set of special functions
gk(x) or /ck(x), k = 0,1,2, . . .,c (see (28) and (29)). The advantage of an EPI method comes from the fact that
the number of Krylov iterations needed to approximate products of these functions of a matrix with a vector
decreases as the index k increases, and for each of these function the number of needed Krylov projection steps
is in general smaller than the number of such steps required to approximate f(A)b with f(x) = 1/(1 � x) and
f(x) = ex. Thus we are able to achieve computational savings compared to an implicit integrator while allow-
ing much larger time steps than explicit schemes.

Below we will (i) describe the ideas behind constructing EPI methods and give an overview of other
exponential integrators, (ii) introduce new EPI methods and a methodology for their construction, (iii) dis-
cuss the efficient implementation of these techniques, and (iv) based on some test problems provide guid-
ance as to what computational savings one can expect compared to standard explicit and implicit methods.
In Section 2, we present the history and the ideas behind exponential propagation methods. A procedure
for constructing EPI schemes is given in Section 3. Here we introduce several new methods and discuss
how the schemes should be formulated and implemented to be efficient. Finally, in Section 4 several
numerical examples are used to illustrate the performance of the schemes; a discussion of their appropriate
application is included.
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2. History and development of exponential propagation techniques

We begin with a general overview of exponential integrators. Consider an initial-value problem for a large
nonlinear autonomous system of ordinary differential equations
dU
dt

¼ F ðUÞ;

Uðt0Þ ¼ U 0;

ð1Þ
where U(t) = (u1(t),u2(t), . . .,uN(t))
T is the solution of (1) at time t and F(U) = (f1(U), f2(U), . . ., fN(U))T. If such

system comes from a discretization of a partial differential equation, F(U) is the discrete representation of a
spatial differential operator and the elements of U contain solution values at each grid point. The solution
U of the system at time t0 + h can be also written in integral form
Uðt0 þ hÞ ¼ Uðt0Þ þ
Z t0þh

t0

F ðUðsÞÞ ds. ð2Þ
The standard approach to approximating the solution of (1) over a time interval [t0,T] is to discretize the inter-
val over a set of nodes t0 < t1 < t2 <� � �< tn <� � �< T and to construct a quadrature approximationP

jbjF ðUðsjÞÞ to the integral in (2)
Z t0þh

t0

F ðUðsÞÞ ds �
X
j

bjF ðUðsjÞÞ. ð3Þ
The system is then integrated over each time interval [tn, tn + hn], where hn is the time step at the nth time
iteration.

Typically two major choices have to be made to select a time integrator for (1). First, the quadrature nodes
sj in (3) have to be picked. If the approximations to the solution at previous times are used the resulting scheme
is of multistep type. A Gaussian quadrature results in a Runge–Kutta type integrator. Second, it has to be
decided whether at the nth time step the solution U(tn + hn) will be used as one of the nodes in the quadrature
formula. If it is not used the resulting scheme is explicit. If U(tn + hn) is one of the quadrature nodes an implicit
integrator is obtained and each time step requires solving a nonlinear system of equations.

It is well known (see for instance [2]) that while explicit methods require the least number of computations
per time step their stability properties restrict their applicability to solving stiff problems. Roughly speaking,
the time step h of an explicit method is bounded by Dtstab = C/|kmax| where C is a constant which is usually not
large (e.g., C is 1 for the Euler method and �2.7853 for the fourth-order explicit Runge–Kutta method) and
kmax is the eigenvalue of the Jacobian of (1) with the largest absolute value. In many stiff problems, however,
the time step Dtacc determined by accuracy considerations far exceeds Dtstab. Thus the stability restriction
forces an unreasonably small time step and consequently a prohibitively large amount of computation.

Implicit methods, on the other hand, have much better stability properties. The time step for some implicit
integrators is restricted only by accuracy requirements. However, the amount of computation per time step is
drastically increased compared to an explicit method since a large nonlinear system of equations has to be
solved at each time iteration. The cost of solving the nonlinear system also grows with increasing stiffness
of the problem. Thus the goal of developing more efficient time integrators for stiff systems is to provide alter-
native methods which have better stability properties than explicit schemes and require fewer arithmetic oper-
ations per time step than implicit methods. Below we describe how EPI methods accomplish this task.

Construction of a time integrator for the system (1) and (2) can be approached in a different way. Suppose
that a Jacobian of the system DF

DUðUÞ exists and we can expand the right-hand side of (1) as
F ðUðtÞÞ ¼ F ðUnÞ þ
DF
DU

ðUnÞðUðtÞ � UnÞ þ RðUðtÞÞ; ð4Þ
where Un = U(tn) and
RðUðtÞÞ ¼ F ðUðtÞÞ � F ðUnÞ �
DF ðUnÞðUðtÞ � UnÞ. ð5Þ

DU
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Let An be the Jacobian
An ¼
DF
DU

ðUnÞ ð6Þ
and let Fn = F(Un); we can rewrite (1) as
dU
dt

ðtÞ ¼ F n þ AnðUðtÞ � UnÞ þ RðUðtÞÞ. ð7Þ
The use of an integrating factor e�Ant in (7) yields
d

dt
ðe�AntUðtÞÞ ¼ e�AntðF n � AnUnÞ þ e�AntRðUðtÞÞ. ð8Þ
Integration of (8) over the time interval [tn, tn + hn] and multiplication by eAnðtnþhnÞ leads to its integral form
Uðtn þ hnÞ ¼ Un þ ðeAnhn � IÞA�1
n F n þ

Z tnþhn

tn

eAnðtnþhn�tÞRðUðtÞÞ dt. ð9Þ
Eq. (9) is the starting point in developing an exponential propagation iterative scheme. To construct such a
scheme we need to (i) formulate an efficient algorithm for computing the second term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (9) and the products of matrices eAnðtnþhn�tÞ and vectors R(U(t)) in the third term and (ii) use a quadra-
ture to approximate the integral in (9). In EPI schemes task (i) is accomplished using Krylov subspace pro-
jections and (ii) can be done by either a multistep type or a Runge–Kutta type approach.

The idea of constructing a time integrator using Eq. (9) by formulating a quadrature rule for the integral, or
exponential time differencing, have appeared in many publications since the 1960�s. Cox has attempted to trace
the most notable introductions (and reintroductions) of ETD on his website [3]. Some of the earliest attempts
to construct ETD schemes can be found in papers by Certaine [4], Pope [5], Lawson [6] and Nørsett [7]. These
papers dealt with task (i) by either considering problems with a diagonal Jacobian matrix or using algorithms
like Taylor or Padé expansions to approximate an exponential or another function of a Jacobian. The latter
approach is only appropriate for problems for which approximating a function of a matrix does not impose a
significant computational overhead. This condition holds trivially for small systems, where any of the algo-
rithms from [8,9] can be used. For large N this can also be true if the stiffness of the problem comes exclusively
from the linear terms of F(U). In this case the system (1) is reduced to the initial-value problem
dU
dt

¼ LU þ NðUðtÞÞ;

Uðt0Þ ¼ U 0;

ð10Þ
where L is an N · N constant matrix and N(U(t)) is the nonlinear term. The corresponding integral form of
this equation is
UðtÞ ¼ eðt�t0ÞLU 0 þ
Z t

t0

eðt�sÞLNðUðsÞÞ ds. ð11Þ
A particular case of such problems is a linear system of equations with a forcing term, i.e., N(U(t)) = r(t)
where r(t) is a known function of t.

Exponential time differencing schemes for problems of type (10) were proposed in a number of papers [10–
16]. These methods employed various algorithms to compute an exponential and other functions of the matrix
L. Beylkin et al. [12] scale the matrix and compute its exponential by Taylor expansion, then obtain other
needed functions of L using a recurrence relation. Kassam and Trefethen [14] use the Cauchy formula
f ðLÞ ¼ 1

2pi

Z
C
f ðtÞðtI � LÞ�1 dt; ð12Þ
where the integral is approximated by the trapezoidal rule. Cox and Matthews [13] simply diagonalize the
matrix L to compute eLh. All of these approaches are limited to problems where L is constant and computing
a function of L has to be done only once as opposed to every time step.
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A more general approach to approximating an exponential or other functions of a large matrix comes from
computational linear algebra. Krylov projection methods have been crucial for the development of efficient
algorithms to approximate an inverse of a large matrix and find its eigenvalues and eigenvectors [17]. For large
ODE systems Krylov methods are used to solve the linear systems that come from Newton method used within
implicit integrators [18].

In 1983 Nauts and Wyatt [19] successfully utilized a Krylov projection method for symmetric matrices
(i.e., the Lanczos algorithm) to compute the exponentials of discrete Hamiltonian operators for an appli-
cation in chemical physics. Later the technique was used by Park and Light [20] to exponentially propagate
the Schrödinger equation. The idea of approximating general functions of matrices using Krylov subspace
projection has been proposed by Van der Vorst [21]. Friesner et al. [22] suggested combining exponential
time differencing and Krylov projections to develop a time integrator for general systems of nonlinear
ODEs. They proposed a method that used a Chebyshev series approximation to the integrand and an iter-
ative procedure to refine the approximate solution at each time step. Later Gallopoulos and Saad [10] pre-
sented their version of an exponential propagation iterative method for linear parabolic equations with a
forcing term
dU
dt

¼ LU þ rðtÞ; ð13Þ

Uðt0Þ ¼ U 0; ð14Þ
and proved some results on the accuracy and stability of these methods. Lawson et al. [11] also considered this
class of problems but suggested different quadrature rules for the evaluation of the integral. Since in these
methods the computationally expensive Krylov subspace projection had to be performed many times per time
step it remained unclear whether these exponential propagation iterative methods offer computational savings
compared to standard integrators. These developments were important since they offered a framework which
could be used to construct more efficient techniques.

To get an idea of the computational cost of such methods consider possible approximations to the integral
in (9). Suppose we choose S nodes to interpolate either the whole integrand e�AntRðUðtÞÞ or only the function
R(U(t)). Then the quadrature formula is either
XS
i¼1

e�AnsiRðUðsiÞÞ or
XS
i¼1

/iðAnsiÞRðUðsiÞÞ; ð15Þ
where functions /i(z) are the sums of integrals of type
R 1

0
ezttj dt (see the detailed derivation below). Thus to

evaluate (9) we need to compute S + 1 products of a matrix function and a vector. Recall that An is a large
N · N matrix and therefore even if the products are evaluated using Krylov subspace projections the whole
method becomes computationally expensive. To reduce these computational costs it was proposed in [22]
to use Krylov subspace projections with a small fixed number of Krylov vectors. However, in [23] it was
shown that this formulation of the algorithm could lead to large errors since there was no check whether
for a given time step and a fixed number of Krylov vectors approximations to the matrix–vector products
were sufficiently accurate. The global residual that was minimized at each time step consisted of the sum of
errors incurred by each approximation including every Krylov projection. Cancellations between these
errors could occur so that the actual error could still be significant even though the residual was small.
Tokman [23] suggested that each component error has to be minimized separately to make the method
accurate. However, since this modification makes each Krylov projection more expensive it is unclear
how it will affect the efficiency of the whole method and whether the scheme will still be competitive with
standard integrators.

A method which addressed the issues discussed above was developed in two excellent papers by Hochbruck
et al. [24,25]. The authors used Krylov subspace projections and a Rosenbruck-type methods framework [2,
vol. II] to construct exponential propagation iterative methods. They derived analytical error estimates for the
convergence of the Krylov projection iteration and general order conditions for exponential Rosenbruck-type
methods. They also provided some comparisons of the schemes with explicit and implicit methods. These tests
showed the savings the exponential Rosenbruck-type schemes offered compared to explicit algorithms. The
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question of whether these algorithms can compete with implicit schemes was not directly addressed. However,
the results of [24] on the convergence of Krylov iterations suggested that it can be accomplished. To our
knowledge the explicit Rosenbruck-type methods represent the first successful attempt to create efficient expo-
nential type schemes for general large systems of type (1).

Finally, we address the question of the application of exponential propagation based methods to large-scale
scientific computing problems. As noted above the novelty of exponential propagation based techniques and
the lack of understanding of what precisely are the computational savings these schemes provide and what
type of problems can benefit from this approach resulted in a very limited use of these techniques. Only a sim-
ple second-order exponential propagation method (see (79)) can be found in some applications oriented
papers, e.g. [20]. Since this method simply ignores the nonlinear integral in (9) its accuracy is not sufficient
to capture the solution of the general nonlinear system (1). To our knowledge none of the other methods have
been used and compared to standard techniques in the context of large-scale applications. The only exceptions
are the application of the Friesner et al. methods to solve Navier–Stokes equations by Edwards et al. and the
numerical integration of resistive magnetohydrodynamics equations to model the solar coronal plasma by
Tokman and Bellan [23,26]. In the latter work the fourth-order exponential propagation method of Hoch-
bruck et al. [25] was used, tested and shown to be more efficient than fourth-order explicit Runge–Kutta
method [23].

3. Construction of the exponential propagation iterative methods

We begin developing an exponential propagation iterative method from the integral form of the solution to
(1)
Uðtn þ hnÞ ¼ Un þ ðeAnhn � IÞA�1
n F n þ

Z tnþhn

tn

eAnðtnþhn�tÞRðUðtÞÞ dt. ð16Þ
Recall that in this formula

Un ¼ UðtnÞ 2 RN is the solution of the system (1) at time tn,
F n ¼ F ðUnÞ 2 RN is the right-hand side of the system (1) evaluated at time tn,
An ¼ DF ðUnÞ

DU 2 RN�N and RðUðtÞÞ ¼ F ðUðtÞÞ � F n � AnðUðtÞ � UnÞ 2 RN

is the nonlinear remainder of the expansion of F(U) around Un. To construct a time integrator we need to
choose a quadrature to approximate the integral in (16). Note that the evaluation of both the second and
the third right-hand side terms in (16) requires computation of a product between a function of a large
N · N matrix and a vector in RN . Thus first we address the question of computing this product using an iter-
ative algorithm.

3.1. Evaluation of f(As)b via Krylov subspace projections

Suppose A 2 RN�N , b 2 RN , and h is a positive constant. Consider the problem of approximating the prod-
uct f(As)b where f(z) is analytic in a complex domain C which includes the eigenvalues of A. In particular,
f(z) = (1 � z)�1, f(z) = ez, f(z) = (ez � 1)/z and some other related functions will be of interest to us. If A is
diagonalizable and can be written as A = EKE�1, where K is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues ki of A on
the main diagonal and E is the matrix with corresponding eigenvectors of A as its columns, then f(As) can
be calculated as
f ðAsÞ ¼ Ef ðKsÞE�1; ð17Þ

where f(Ks) is a diagonal matrix with values f(kis) on the main diagonal. For non-diagonalizable matrices
f(As) can be defined using the Taylor expansion of an analytic function f(z). For example, if I is the N · N
identity matrix then
ðI � AsÞ�1b ¼ ðI þ Asþ ðAsÞ2 þ ðAsÞ3 þ � � � þ ðAsÞn þ � � �Þb; ð18Þ
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eAsb ¼ I þ Asþ ðAsÞ2

2!
þ ðAsÞ3

3!
þ � � � þ ðAsÞn

n!
þ � � �

 !
b; ð19Þ

eAs � I
As

b ¼ I þ As
2!

þ ðAsÞ2

3!
þ � � � þ ðAsÞn

ðnþ 1Þ!þ � � �
 !

b. ð20Þ
To approximate these products we use projections of A and b onto a Krylov subspace
KmðA; bÞ ¼ spanfb;Ab;A2b; . . . ;Am�1bg;

i.e., we project A and b onto Km(A,b) and calculate the product f(As)b in this subspace. This is accomplished
as follows. First an orthonormal basis {v1,v2, . . .,vm} in the subspace Km(A,b) along with the projector Pm

onto Km(A,b) and a Krylov subspace representation Hm of the matrix A are constructed. Then the obtained
results are used to evaluate the approximation to f(As)b in Km(A,b).

The orthonormal basis {v1,v2, . . .,vm} of Km(A,b) is constructed using an algorithm based on the Gram–
Schmidt orthogonalization of the vectors Akb which was proposed by Arnoldi in 1951 [27]. A numerically
preferable version of this algorithm is the Arnoldi modified Gram–Schmidt procedure [17] given below.

Algorithm 1 (Arnoldi modified Gram–Schmidt algorithm to construct an orthonormal basis of a Krylov subspace

Km(A,b)).

INPUT: Matrix A 2 RN�N , vector b 2 RN and constant s
OUTPUT: Orthonormal basis {v1,v2,. . .,vm} of Km(A,b) and an upper Hessenberg matrix Hm ¼ V T

msAV m,
where V m ¼ ½v1 v2 � � � vm� 2 RN�m.
1: v1 = b/ibi2
2: forj = 1,2,. . .,m do

3: wj = sAvj
4: for i = 1,. . .,j do
5: hij = (wj,vi)
6: wj = wj � hij vi
7: end for

8: hj + 1,j = iwji2
9: if hj + 1,j = 0 then
10: Stop
11: else

12: vj + 1 = wj/hj + 1,j

13: endif

14: endfor

The Arnoldi modified Gram–Schmidt algorithm can be also written in a matrix form
sAV m ¼ V mHm þ hmþ1;mvmþ1eTm; ð21Þ

where em is the mth unit vector in Rm, {v1,v2, . . .,vm,vm + 1} is an orthonormal basis of Km(A,b),
V m ¼ ½v1 v2 � � � vm� 2 RN�m, andHm is an upper Hessenberg matrix which can be calculated using the orthog-
onality of the vectors vi by
Hm ¼ V T
msAV m. ð22Þ
Since Vm is the matrix containing vectors of the orthonormal basis of Km(A,b) as its columns it defines a pro-
jector onto the Krylov subspace Pm ¼ V mV T

m. Thus if we were to project f(As) and b onto the Krylov space we
would obtain Pm f(As) and Pmb so that the approximation to f(As)b in Km is
f ðAsÞb � V mV T
mf ðAsÞV mV T

mb. ð23Þ
Recalling (22) we make another approximation in order to compute the right-hand side of (23)
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V T
mf ðAsÞV m � f ðHmÞ. ð24Þ
Noting that v1 = b/ibi2 we have V T
mb ¼ kbk2e1 and the Krylov subspace approximation is obtained
f ðAsÞb � kbk2V mf ðHmÞe1. ð25Þ

As can be seen from a power series definition of the matrix f(As) the accuracy of the approximation (25) de-
pends on m, the number of Krylov vectors constructed, the eigenvalues of A, the magnitude of s, and the func-
tion f that is being approximated. For example, one can expect that fewer Arnoldi iterations will be needed for
functions f with a faster converging Taylor expansion. In fact, this is precisely the feature we will exploit in
constructing EPI methods. In addition, the error of the approximation (25) is also influenced by the magnitude
of b (e.g., if b = 0 the approximation immediately exact). Some general error bounds for the approximation
(25) can be found in [24,28]. However, these error bounds cannot be used to estimate a priori how many Kry-
lov vectors are needed to achieve specified accuracy for an arbitrary A, b and f. In practice to implement the
Krylov projection approximation of f(As) b to within a prescribed tolerance we need a measure of the error
computed at every Arnoldi iteration. In general, the method will be efficient if the number of Arnoldi vectors
m is small compared to N. If m� N then Hm 2 Rm�m is a small matrix and the task – of approximating f(Hm)
is computationally inexpensive and can be done using standard techniques. Such algorithms for the case
f(z) = ez are reviewed in [8]. Thus to complete construction of the Krylov approximation to f(As)b we need
to specify (i) a stopping criteria for Algorithm 1 and (ii) an algorithm for computing f(Hm).

Task (i) can be accomplished using the residuals computed in the course of the Arnoldi iteration. Saad [29]
proposed using
qm ¼ kbk2hmþ1;m½f ðHmÞ�m;1vmþ1. ð26Þ
Later Hochbruck et al. [25] presented a more convincing derivation of this residual using a Cauchy integral
formula. The stopping criteria for the Arnoldi iteration can then be iqmi < e where e is a prescribed tolerance
given by the accuracy requirements on the solution. From the formulas of Algorithm it should be clear that
the value of s will influence the number of iterations required for convergence. If s is reduced the residual (26)
will also be smaller and since in a general exponential propagation iterative method s is the time step, the smal-
ler value of s means less computations per time step. Thus the key to constructing an efficient exponential
propagation iterative scheme is keeping the time step small enough so that Krylov projections are cheap
and at the same time much larger than the maximum allowed time step for explicit schemes so that the
EPI method offers overall savings.

Note also that most elements of the residual (26) are side products of the Arnoldi iteration but [f(Hm)]m,1 is
not. Since computing f(Hm) requires O(m3) operations it might be more efficient not to compute it at each Kry-
lov iteration but to check the residual only at fixed values of m. These values of m can be chosen based on
computational cost and on the size of the available memory, since all Krylov vectors v1, . . .,vm must be
stored before computing (25). In [25], for instance, it was proposed to evaluate f(Hm) only when
m 2 {1,2,3,4,6,8,11,15,20,27,36,48} to ensure that computing f(Hm) is about as expensive as the calculation
of all the previously computed f(Hj). Other strategies can also be employed, e.g., one can simply limit the num-
ber of Krylov vectors to the maximum needed for convergence of the slowest Arnoldi iteration during a time
step.

If the structure of A guarantees that Hm is diagonalizable then f(Hm) can be computed using formula (17).
This happens, for instance, when A is Hermitian and consequently Hm is Hermitian tridiagonal. In general,
alternative algorithms have to be used to approximate f(Hm). One of the most popular methods is Padé expan-
sion. When f(z) = ez or f(z) = (ez�1)/z this method can be coupled to scaling the matrix as 2�kHm to reduce
the number of computations. For a detailed description of this technique as applied to these two functions we
refer the reader to [8,9,25]. Evaluation of f(z) = ez and f(z) = (ez�1)/z using Padé approximation is imple-
mented in the software package expokit [30] which is publicly available at http://www.maths.uq.edu.au/
expokit. In Matlab several approximation methods for the exponential function are provided including the
routine expm which uses scaling and Padé expansion.

It is clear from the definition of a matrix function (e.g., see Eqs. (18)–(20)) that the rate of convergence
of a Krylov projection iteration depends on three factors: the spectrum of As, the magnitude of b, and the

http://www.maths.uq.edu.au/expokit
http://www.maths.uq.edu.au/expokit
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magnitude of the error in approximating f(z) by a polynomial of degree m. One indicator for the latter
criteria can be the magnitude of the remainder of the first m terms of a Taylor series for f(z). Thus we
can expect that given A and b, the Krylov projection iteration to approximate f(A)b for the functions
ez and (ez � 1)/z converges faster than the same iteration procedure but with f(z) = (1�z)�1. The numerical
examples in Section 4 support this conclusion. This feature of Arnoldi iteration is at the base of the com-
putational savings offered by the exponential propagation iterative methods compared to implicit schemes.
However, we emphasize that each Krylov subspace projection is a computationally expensive procedure
and an EPI method has to be constructed with care so that the number of Krylov projections per time
step is minimal and the functions f(z) and vectors b are chosen so that each projection requires the least
number of iterations. In the following section we illustrate these points and construct new methods which
satisfy this criteria.

3.2. Constructing quadrature-based EPI time integrators

In order to complete the construction of an exponential propagation iterative scheme we have to develop a
quadrature rule to approximate the nonlinear integral in (16), i.e., to estimate
Z tnþhn

tn

eAnðtnþhn�tÞRðUðtÞÞ dt. ð27Þ
First we have to decide whether to use a polynomial approximation to (i) the function R(U(t)) alone or (ii) to
the complete integrand eAnðtnþhn�tÞRðUðtÞÞ. If we choose route (i) and construct a multistep type or Runge–
Kutta-type scheme the Krylov projection algorithm will have to be used to approximate
gkðAnhnÞrkRðUðtnÞÞ ¼ ð�1Þk
Z 1

0

eAnhnð1�sÞ �s
k

� �
dsrkRðUðtnÞÞ ð28Þ
or
/kðAnhnÞDkRðUðtnÞÞ ¼
Z 1

0

eAnhnð1�sÞ cs
k

� �
dsDkRðUðtnÞÞ; ð29Þ
where k = 0,1,2, . . .,c and c is the number of nodes used in an interpolatory polynomial. The integration var-
iable has been changed from t to s with t = tn + shn,

s
k

� �
¼ sðs� 1Þ � � � ðs� k þ 1Þ=k! is the binomial coefficient,

and $k and Dk are correspondingly the Newton backward- and forward-difference operators. In case (ii) we
have to use Arnoldi iteration to estimate terms of type
eAnhnð1�skÞRðUðskÞÞ; ð30Þ

where we used t = tn + skhn and sk specifies an interpolation node.

Recalling the factors that influence the convergence rate of an Arnoldi iteration (see Section 3.1) we can
argue that using an interpolatory polynomial for R(U(t)) is a better choice than expanding the full inte-
grand of (27). First consider the magnitude of vector b in f(A)b which in case (i) is represented by a New-
ton forward-divided difference of the remainder R(U(t)) and in case (ii) is given by the function R(U(t))
itself. Since the divided differences are constructed on the nodes within a small time interval we can expect
the magnitude of DkR(U(tn)) to become smaller as k increases. Therefore, from the perspective of the mag-
nitude of b, approach (i) will be preferable over (ii). This conclusion is also supported by considering
approximations of functions gk(z) and /k(z) by polynomials. As indicated above, faster convergence of
a Taylor expansion of f(z) corresponds to faster convergence of the Arnoldi iteration to approximate
f(A)b. As demonstrated in Section 4 with increasing k the functions gk(z) and /k(z) are better approxi-
mated by a polynomial of a fixed degree n. Thus if our method involves Arnoldi iterations applied to esti-
mate matrix–vector products for several such functions, e.g., /k1(z),/k2(z),/k3(z) with k1 < k2 < k3 we will
expect the amount of computation per time step to be less than for a scheme which uses the same number
of Krylov projections but applied to a single function /k1(z). Given these considerations supported by our
numerical experiments of Section 4 we choose to use the polynomial approximation of R(U(t)) to construct
quadrature rules.
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3.2.1. Multistep type exponential propagation methods

Multistep type exponential propagation schemes can be constructed using quadrature on equally spaced
nodes for the integral in (16). Specifically, we discretize the time interval ti = t0 + ih and construct an interpo-
lating polynomial approximation to R(U(t)) over each interval [tn, tn + h] using c nodes tn, tn � 1, . . ., tn � (c � 1).
Let t = tn + sh with 0 < s < 1, Ri = R(U(ti)) and $k be a kth Newton backwards difference operator. The non-
linear integral in (16) can be approximated as
Z tnþhn

tn

eAnðtnþh�tÞRðUðtÞÞ dt � h
Z 1

0

eAnhð1�sÞ
Xc�1

k¼0

ð�1Þk �s
k

� �
rkRn

 !
ds

¼ h
Xc�1

k¼0

ð�1Þk
Z 1

0

eAnhð1�sÞ �s
k

� �
ds

� �
rkRn. ð31Þ
This approximation gives a multistep type exponential propagation scheme of order O(hc)
Uðtn þ hnÞ ¼ Un þ ðeAnhn � IÞA�1
n F n þ h

Xc�1

k¼0

ð�1Þk
Z 1

0

eAnhð1�sÞ �s
k

� �
ds

� �
rkRn; ð32Þ
or
Uðtn þ hnÞ ¼ Un þ ðeAnhn � IÞA�1
n F n þ h

Xc�1

k¼0

ð�1ÞkgkðAnhÞrkRn; ð33Þ
where
gkðzÞ ¼
Z 1

0

ezð1�sÞ �s
k

� �
ds. ð34Þ
In the context of exponential time differencing schemes for equations of type (10) where An = L is time
independent these types of methods were suggested in [13]. From the perspective of exponential propaga-
tion iterative schemes the efficiency of such methods comes from the observation that for a fixed number m
as k increases the error of approximating gk(z) by a polynomial of degree m decreases. For example, for a
third-order method at each time step three Krylov subspace projections must be performed to approximate
ðeAnhn � IÞA�1

n F n, ð
R 1

0
eAnhð1�sÞ �s

1

� �
dsÞrRn and ð

R 1

0
eAnhð1�sÞ �s

2

� �
dsÞr2Rn, where we have used Rn = R(Un) =

F(Un) � F(Un) � An(Un � Un) = 0. We can expect the number of required Arnoldi iterations to decrease
for each subsequent term. To prove this claim rigorously we need to consider projections of the functions
gk(z) onto a space of polynomials of fixed degree and show that the distance becomes smaller as k in-
creases. This analysis is outside the scope of this paper and will be explored in future publications. Here
we limit this discussion to a numerical demonstration of this claim in Section 4 and by the following
observation.

Consider the remainder of the first m terms of a Taylor expansion of gk(z) around z = 0 given by
Gk
m ¼

Z 1

0

ð1� sÞmþ1enðzÞð1�sÞ sðsþ 1Þ � � � ðsþ ðk � 1ÞÞ
k!

� �
z

ðmþ 1Þ! . ð35Þ
If we denote
hðz; sÞ ¼ ð1� sÞmþ1enðzÞð1�sÞ sðsþ 1Þ � � � ðsþ ðk � 1ÞÞ
k!

; ð36Þ
the remainder for the next function gk + 1(z) can be written as
Gkþ1
m ¼

Z 1

0

hðz; sÞ sþ k
k þ 1

ds
� �

z
ðmþ 1Þ! . ð37Þ
Since h(z, s) P 0 and 0 < (s + k)/(k + 1) < 1 for any real or complex number z and 0 6 s 6 1 we have
jGkþ1
m j 6 jGk

mj. ð38Þ
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Thus we can expect the approximation to gk + 1(Anh)b in an m-dimensional Krylov subspace Km to be better
than the approximation of gk(Anh)b in the same subspace. Noting also that for a multistep type EPI scheme we
need to approximate gk + 1(Anh)b2 and gk(Anh)b1 where b1 and b2 are Newton divided differences of increasing
order, we conclude that estimating gk + 1(Anh)b2 will require fewer Arnoldi iterations than approximating
gk(Anh)b1.

By examining Taylor expansions of the exact solution and the approximation scheme built using quadra-
ture on the nodes tn, tn � 1 we were also able to construct an additional third-order method which does not
follow from formula (32). This method is preferable to a third-order scheme that can be constructed by
straightforward application of formula (32) since it requires fewer Krylov projections. This two-step third-
order method which we label EPI3 is given by
Unþ1 ¼ Un þ g0ðAnhÞhF n þ
2

3
g1ðAnhÞhRn�1; ð39Þ
where
g0ðzÞ ¼
ez � 1

z
;

g1ðzÞ ¼
ez � ð1þ zÞ

z2
;

An ¼
DF
DU

ðUnÞ;

Rn�1 ¼ F ðUn�1Þ � F ðUnÞ � AnðUn�1 � UnÞ.

ð40Þ
We do not know if other higher-order methods of this type exist and plan to investigate it in the future.
While multistep type schemes are very easy to derive and program using them to design an adaptive step

method is costly. The problem, of course, lies in the necessity to re-compute solutions at several previous time
iterations if the time step size h is changed. Typically, Runge–Kutta-type schemes yield a cheaper way to build
an adaptive time step method. In the next subsection we present a way to derive Runge–Kutta exponential
propagation methods and introduce several new schemes of this type.

3.2.2. Runge–Kutta-type exponential propagation methods

To construct a Runge–Kutta-type EPI scheme we begin by approximating R(U(t)) over the interval
[tn,tn + h] by an interpolating polynomial defined on c equally spaced nodes tn; tn þ h

c; tn þ 2h
c ; . . . ; tn þ

ðc�1Þh
c

RðUðtÞÞ ¼ RðUðtn þ shÞÞ � Rn þ
Xc�1

k¼1

ðt � tnÞ � � � ðt � tnþk�1
c
Þ

k!ðhc Þ
k DkRn ¼ Rn þ

Xc�1

k¼1

cs
k

� �
DkRn; ð41Þ
where 0 6 s 6 1 and Rn = R(U(tn)). Combining this formula with Eq. (16) we obtain
Uðtn þ hÞ ¼ Un þ h
eAnh � I
Anh

F n þ h
Xc�1

k¼0

�Z 1

0

eAnhð1�sÞ cs
k

� �
ds
�
DkRn. ð42Þ
To complete the construction of a method we need to approximate the unknown vectors R(U(tn + k/c)). This
is achieved by reusing the formula (42) on a smaller number of nodes, i.e., to approximate R(U(tn + (c � 1)/c))
we construct quadrature on the nodes tn,tn + h/c, . . ., tn + (c � 1)/c, to get R(U(tn + (c � 2)/c)) we use nodes
tn, tn + h/c, . . ., tn + (c � 2)/c, etc. The quadrature weights in these formulas should be computed to ensure
the method is of a required order. This procedure is clarified in the following paragraphs where we construct
Runge–Kutta EPI methods of order two, three, and four and give general order conditions for the coefficients
of those schemes.

Denoting
/ckðzÞ ¼
Z 1

0

ezð1�sÞ cs
k

� �
ds; ð43Þ
we can write a two-stage Runge–Kutta-type exponential propagation scheme as
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r1 ¼ Un þ a11/c0 An
h
c

� �
h
c
F n;

Unþ1 ¼ Un þ /c0ðAnhÞhF n þ b1/c1ðAnhÞhRðr1Þ.
ð44Þ
Using Taylor expansions of the numerical and exact solutions we find that the method is second order for any
coefficients a11,b1,c. Clearly the computationally cheapest scheme has a11 = b1 = 0, i.e., it is the second-order
EPI2 scheme
Unþ1 ¼ Un þ
eAnh � I

An
F n. ð45Þ
To obtain a third-order method the following conditions must be satisfied by the coefficients c,a11,b1
c ¼ 2;

3a211b
c2

¼ 1.
ð46Þ
If (46) hold, the functions /ck(z) used in (44) are
/20ðzÞ ¼
Z 1

0

ezð1�sÞ 2s
0

� �
ds ¼ ez � 1

z
;

/21ðzÞ ¼
Z 1

0

ezð1�sÞ 2s
1

� �
ds ¼ 2

ez � ð1þ zÞ
z2

.

ð47Þ
Thus an example of a third-order method is a scheme with c = 2, a11 = 2, and b = 1/3 which we label EPIRK3.
In the future we will investigate what coefficients yield the smallest error constant.

The general formulas for the third- and fourth-order methods can be developed starting from the following
formulation:
r1 ¼ Un þ a11/c0 An
h
c

� �
h
c
F n;

r2 ¼ Un þ a21/c0 An
2h
c

� �
2h
c
F n þ a22/c1 An

2h
c

� �
2h
c
Rðr1Þ;

Unþ1 ¼ Un þ /c0ðAnhÞhF n þ b1/c1ðAnhÞhRðr1Þ þ b2/c2ðAnhÞhð�2Rðr1Þ þ Rðr2ÞÞ;

ð48Þ
where we used Rn = R(Un) = 0 and the definition (43). Once again we interpret c as the number of nodes in the
interpolatory polynomial and set it to c = 3. Then the functions /ck(z) used in (48) are
/30ðzÞ ¼
ez � 1

z
;

/31ðzÞ ¼ 3
ez � ð1þ zÞ

z2
;

/32ðzÞ ¼
3

2

ezð6� zÞ � ð6þ 5zþ 2z2Þ
z3

.

ð49Þ
Expanding the numerical and exact solutions in Taylor series with the help of the symbolic computation soft-
ware Mathematica we obtain the order conditions for the coefficients in the method. Specifically, we find that
the coefficients of all third-order methods of type (48) must satisfy
a211b1 � a211b2 þ 2a221b2 ¼ 2. ð50Þ
In order for the method to be of order 4, in addition to condition (50), the coefficients must also
satisfy
4a211b1 � 3a211b2 þ 10a221b2 ¼ 12;

2a3 b1 � 2a3 b2 þ 8a3 b2 ¼ 9.
ð51Þ
11 11 21
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First we observe that the order conditions are independent of the coefficient a22. Therefore, to decrease the
amount of required computations per time step we can set a22 = 0. Now to simplify the conditions and find
particular methods of order four we denote c1 ¼ a211b1, c2 ¼ a211b2, and c3 ¼ a221b2. Then the system of Eqs. (50)
and (51) can be written as a linear system for c1,c2,c3
Table
Coeffic

Metho

Order
a11

a21

a22
b1

b2
c1 � c2 þ 2c3 ¼ 2;

4c1 � 3c2 � 10c3 ¼ 12;

2a11c1 � 2a11c2 þ 8a21c3 ¼ 9.

ð52Þ
Solving this system for c1,c2,c3 we obtain
c1 ¼ a211b1 ¼
9þ 2a11 � 12a21

a11 � 2a21
;

c2 ¼ a211b2 ¼
9þ 4a11 � 16a21
2ða11 � 2a21Þ

;

c3 ¼ a221b2 ¼
�9þ 4a11

4ða11� 2a21Þ
. cr

ð53Þ
A compatibility condition can be derived from (53) by noticing that we must have b2 ¼ c2=a211 ¼ c3=a221. Substi-
tuting the expressions in (53) into this identity and simplifying the resulting expression we obtain
a211ð�9þ 4a11Þ � 2ð9þ 4a11Þa221 þ 32a321 ¼ 0. ð54Þ

This is a cubic equation with respect to either a11 or a21 so its roots can be computed exactly. However, it is
convenient to have coefficients of a method as rational numbers and to find pairs of rational numbers satis-
fying (54) is a more difficult task. We used Mathematica to search for rational numbers that obey (54) and
found the following pairs (a11, a21) = (9/4,9/8), (11/16,55/64), (27/28,27/28), (27/76,27/38). Once a11 and
a21 have been determined, the construction of a fourth-order Runge–Kutta exponential propagation method
is completed by computing the coefficients b1,b2 from
b1 ¼
9þ 2a11 � 12a21
a211ða11 � 2a21Þ

;

b2 ¼
�9þ 4a11

4a221ða11 � 2a21Þ
.

ð55Þ
Note that this procedure also yields a convenient way to construct an adaptive time step scheme since to form
a third-order method b1,b2 can be picked to satisfy only condition (50), i.e.,
b2 ¼
a211b1 � 2

a211 � 2a221
. ð56Þ
Table 1 lists the coefficients for several methods of type (48). The third- and fourth-order methods can be
embedded to create an adaptive time stepping scheme, in particular, methods EPIRK3A and EPIRK4A
can be efficiently used as embedded methods.
1
ients for the third- and fourth-order EPIRK methods of type (48) with c = 3

d�s label 4A 4B 4C 4D 3A 3B

4 4 4 4 3 3
9
4

11
16

27
28

27
76

9
4

11
16

9
8

55
64

27
28

27
38

9
8

55
64

0 0 0 0 0 0
160
243

�512
3993

1568
2187

�57760
6561

32
81

512
121

128
243

8192
3993

3136
2187

23104
6561 0 0



Fig. 1. The graphs show that methods EPIRK3, EPIRK3A, EPIRK3B are indeed third-order exponential propagation Runge–Kutta
schemes by plotting the logarithm of the error logð�ðhÞÞ of an approximation to the solution of y 0 = �(y + 1)(y + 3) at time t = 5 vs.
logarithm of a time step logðhÞ used for the time integration. Since if the order of a method is p then we expect �(h) � Chp so that the slope
of the line logð�Þ ¼ p logðhÞ þ logðCÞ in the graphs gives an approximation to the order of the method.
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In Figs. 1 and 2 we confirm the order of the methods using a simple one-dimensional autonomous ODE
y 0 = �(y + 1)(y + 3) on the time interval t 2 [0.1,5] with the exact solution y(t) = �3 + 2/(1 + e�2t).

The procedure outlined above can also be used to construct higher-order exponential Runge–Kutta methods.
However, it would probably be more efficient to adapt the theory of Butcher�s trees [31,32] to derive the
general structure of the order conditions for these schemes. We plan to investigate this option in our future
work.

3.3. Some properties and implementation of EPI methods

First we comment on the stability of the exponential propagation methods. Note that any exponential
propagation method of either multistep or Runge–Kutta type is trivially A-stable. Recall that the linear
part of the integrated system of ODEs is computed explicitly in the method as an exponential of the Jaco-
bian. Thus if the products of the Jacobian exponential and vectors are computed exactly the methods are
exact for linear systems of ODEs. A-stability trivially follows from the exactness of the methods for linear
systems. The nonlinear stability of the methods is a more difficult question and will be the subject of future
investigations. In this paper, we demonstrate the performance of the methods on numerical examples of
Section 4.

Another issue that has to be discussed is the efficiency of the implementation of the EPI techniques. Since
using Arnoldi iterations to compute terms of type /ck(Ankh/c)b can be expensive one has to be careful in
implementing EPI schemes in a way that would still yield a computationally efficient method. Consider, for
instance, methods of type (48). Note that since the Arnoldi algorithm is scale-invariant (i.e., if for a matrix



Fig. 2. The graphs show that methods EPIRK4A, EPIRK4B, EPIRK4C and EPIRK4D are indeed fourth-order exponential propagation
Runge–Kutta schemes by plotting the logarithm of the error logð�ðhÞÞ of an approximation to the solution of y 0 = �(y + 1)(y + 3) at time
t = 5 vs. the logarithm of the time step logðhÞ used for the time integration. Since if the order of a method is p, we expect �(h) � Chp so that
the slope of the line logð�Þ ¼ p logðhÞ þ logðCÞ in the graphs gives an approximation to the order of the method.
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A we have H = VTAV then for the matrix rA we have rH = VT(rA)V) all of the terms /c0(Anh/c)(h/c)Fn,
/c0(An2h/c)(2h/c)Fn, /c0(Anh)hFn can be computed using only one Arnoldi iteration. Since the residual of
the Krylov projection depends on the factor that multiplies both A and b the last of these terms /c0(Anh)hFn

should be computed first to make sure that the residuals for all three products are within the required toler-
ance. Based on these considerations we can also conclude that once the Krylov projection of /c1(Anh)hR(r1) is
performed the same Krylov basis can be used to compute /c2(Anh)h(�2R(r1)). However, the residual also
scales with the norm of b in /ck(A)b. Since the vector �2R(r1) + R(r2) is a Newton forward-difference it
can be much smaller than R(r2). Thus Arnoldi iteration to estimate /c2(Anh)h(�2R(r1) + R(r2)) could be much
cheaper than using the previously computed Krylov basis to calculate /c2(Anh)h (�2R(r1)) along with execut-
ing another Arnoldi iteration to calculate /c2(Anh)hR(r2). These issues have to be judged based on the appli-
cation, and systematic procedures should be developed to adaptively decide the course of action, e.g., we can
cheaply compute the norm of �2R(r1) + R(r2) and decide what would be a more efficient way to compute the
solution at the next time step.

Let us address the question of the efficiency of EPI methods compared to explicit schemes. To decide
whether using an EPI method will be beneficial for a particular problem one has to evaluate whether the added
computational cost per time step will be compensated by the savings provided by a larger time step. Surely, if
for a particular problem the stability bound time step Dtstab is nearly equal to the size of the time step Dtacc
given by accuracy requirements, the explicit methods must be used rather than either implicit or exponential
propagation schemes. Now suppose Dtacc � Dtstab, then we can estimate at what value of the ratio Dtacc/Dtstab
EPI schemes become more efficient than an explicit method. We derive an estimate of this ratio for an explicit
scheme and an EPI method both of order p. Assume that an explicit method requires NRHS operations to
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evaluate the right-hand side F(U), then the number of operations needed by the explicit method per time step
can generally be approximated by pNRHS. Thus the total number of operations to integrate the system up to
some time T with the explicit method is approximately CEXPL = pNRHST/Dtstab. The computational cost of
each time step of an EPI method will be dominated by Arnoldi iterations. Computation of the orthonormal
basis of a Krylov subspace of dimension m requires 2m(NJ + mN) operations, where NJ is the number of oper-
ations it takes to evaluate Jacobian-vector products and N is dimensionality of the original system of ODEs.
Once the basis is computed the evaluation of functions of m · mmatrixH requires O(m3) operations. As noted
above even if several Arnoldi iterations are needed by the straightforward formulation of a method, careful
implementation can allow us to reuse the Krylov basis and significantly reduce the amount of computation.
However, here we consider the worst case scenario where we need to perform p � 1 Krylov projections for a
method of order p. Then the total number of operations needed to integrate a system up to time T by the EPI
scheme can be approximated as
CEPI ¼ ðpNRHS þ ðp � 1Þð2mðNJ þ mNÞ þ Cm3ÞÞ T
Dtacc

; ð57Þ
where C is a constant. In order for the EPI method to be more efficient than the explicit scheme we need
CEXPL ’ CEPI which is equivalent to
Dtacc
Dtstab

’1þ ðp � 1Þð2mðNJ þ mNÞ þ Cm3Þ
pNRHS

. ð58Þ
While this, of course, is a very rough estimate the procedure we outlined can be used as guidance for evalu-
ating whether an EPI scheme can be used more efficiently than an explicit method.

Finally, note that exponential propagation methods are as parallelizable as the implicit methods with
Newton–Krylov solvers, i.e., if efficient parallel codes can be developed to evaluate the right-hand side
operator of the ODE system F(U) and products between a Jacobian matrix and a vector, then the whole
method can be efficiently used on a parallel computer. Just like the Newton–Krylov methods, the EPI tech-
niques are matrix free schemes where the Jacobian matrix does not have to be computed and stored explic-
itly. Instead a function which evaluates the Jacobian-vector products must be implemented. Therefore, the
extensive experience of parallelizing implicit methods with Newton–Krylov solvers can be easily used to
parallelize an EPI method.
4. Numerical examples

To test the EPI methods and compare them with explicit and implicit schemes we consider the following
three problems commonly used to test numerical methods for stiff systems. Since we are only interested in
these problems from the perspective of testing the performance of our numerical methods we will discuss nei-
ther the applications associated with these differential equations nor the full spectrum of the behavior exhib-
ited by their solutions. In fact, where possible we will set initial and boundary conditions and the parameters
to the values given in previously published numerical tests [2].

All calculations presented in this section were done using Matlab programs on a dual 3 GHz-processor Pen-
tium PC with 2Gb memory. When an inverse or an exponential of a small matrix Hm had to be evaluated we
used the Matlab functions inv or expm which implements scaling and squaring algorithm with a Padé
approximation. Note that a general implementation of these methods will require more careful treatment
of the computations involving Hm. In particular, it has to be checked whether matrix Hm is close to a singular
matrix and in case it is the functions /ck(Hm) might have to be computed using Taylor expansions. We have
not encountered such cases in practice. However, one can argue that since the Taylor series for functions /ck

converge rapidly and the matrix Hm is small, such computation should not be much more expensive than the
non-singular case.

We investigate the performance of the EPI methods using the following example problems.
BRUSS – these are the Brusselator equations [33] which model multimolecular reactions using the laws of

chemical kinetics:
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ou
ot

¼ 1þ uv2 � 4uþ a
o2u
ox2

;

ov
ot

¼ 3u� u2vþ a
o2v
ox2

.

ð59Þ
Following [2] we choose 0 6 x 6 1 with initial and boundary conditions
uð0; tÞ ¼ uð1; tÞ ¼ 1; vð0; tÞ ¼ vð1; tÞ ¼ 3;

uðx; 0Þ ¼ 1þ sinð2pxÞ; vðx; 0Þ ¼ 3.
We discretize the diffusive terms in (59) using second-order centered finite-differences on the spatial grid xi =
i/(N + 1) with the node spacing Dx = 1/(N + 1) and obtain a system of 2N ODEs
dui
dt

¼ 1þ u2i vi � 4ui þ
a

ðDxÞ2
ðui�1 � 2ui þ uiþ1Þ;

dvi
dt

¼ 3ui � u2i vi þ
a

ðDxÞ2
ðvi�1 � 2vi þ viþ1Þ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N ;

ð60Þ
with u0(t) = uN + 1(t) = 1, v0(t) = vN + 1(t) = 3 and initial values
uið0Þ ¼ 1þ sinð2pxiÞ; við0Þ ¼ 3; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N .
The Jacobian of this system is a 2N · 2N matrix
JBRUSS ¼
diagð2uivi � 4Þ diagðu2i Þ
diagð3� 2uiviÞ diagð�u2i Þ

 !
þ a

ðDxÞ2
K 0

0 K

� �
; ð61Þ
where
K ¼

�2 1

1 �2 1

1 . .
. . .

.

. .
.

�2 1

1 �2

.

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

ð62Þ
BURGERS – This is the Burgers equation
ut þ uux ¼ muxx ð63Þ

which is discretized in space on a grid of N points to produce the following system of ODEs
dui
dt

¼ � u2iþ1 � u2i�1

4Dx
þ m

ðDxÞ2
ðuiþ1 � 2ui þ uiþ1Þ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N ð64Þ
over the spatial domain 0 6 x 6 1 with initial and boundary values
u0ðtÞ ¼ uNþ1ðtÞ ¼ 0; uið0Þ ¼ ðsinð3pxiÞÞ2ð1� xiÞ3=2; xi ¼ i=ðN þ 1Þ. ð65Þ

The Jacobian matrix of this system is
JBURGERS ¼
1

2Dx

0 �u2
u1 0 �u3

u2 0 �u4

. .
. . .

. . .
.

uN�2 0 �uN
uN�1 0

0
BBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCA

þ m

ðDxÞ2
K; ð66Þ
where K is the same N · N matrix as in (62).
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CUSP – As explained in [2] this system is the combination of threshold-nerve-impuls mechanism of Fitz-
Hugh and Nagumo nerve conduction equation [34,35], the cusp catastrophe ‘‘with smooth return’’ [36], and
the Van der Pol oscillator
oy
ot

¼ � 1

e
ðy3 þ ay þ bÞ þ r

o2y
ox2

;

oa
ot

¼ bþ 0:07vþ r
o2a
ox2

;

ob
ot

¼ ð1� a2Þb� a� 0:4y þ 0:035vþ r
o2b
ox2

;

ð67Þ
where
v ¼ u
uþ 0:1

; u ¼ ðy � 0:7Þðy � 1:3Þ. ð68Þ
These equations are considered on the domain 0 6 x 6 1 and discretized on a grid of N points xi = i/N
with spacing Dx = 1/N. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed on y,a,b and the initial conditions
are set to
yið0Þ ¼ 0; aið0Þ ¼ �2 cosð2pxiÞ; bið0Þ ¼ 2 sinð2pxiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N .
In discrete form these equations constitute a system of 3N ODEs
dyi
dt

¼ � 1

e
ðy3i þ aiyi þ biÞ þ

r

ðDxÞ2
ðyi�1 � 2yi þ yiþ1Þ;

dai
dt

¼ bi þ 0:07vi þ
r

ðDxÞ2
ðai�1 � 2ai þ aiþ1Þ;

dbi
dt

¼ ð1� a2i Þbi � ai � 0:4yi þ 0:035vi þ
r

ðDxÞ2
ðbi�1 � 2bi þ biþ1Þ

ð69Þ
for i = 1, . . .,N with
vi ¼
ui

ui þ 0:1
; ui ¼ ðyi � 0:7Þðyi � 1:3Þ; ð70Þ
and
y0 ¼ yN ; a0 ¼ aN ; b0 ¼ bN ;

yNþ1 ¼ y1; aNþ1 ¼ a1; bNþ1 ¼ b1.
The parameters in the problem are chosen so that the stiffness comes from both the spatial discretiza-
tion of the diffusive terms as well as the small factor e which multiplies the nonlinear term of the right-
hand side in the equation for y, i.e., e = 10�4 and r = 1/144. The Jacobian matrix of this system (69) is
JCUSP ¼

diagðð�1=eÞð3y2i þ aiÞÞ diagðð�1=eÞyiÞ diagð�1=eÞ

diag 0:014 yi�1

ðy2i �2yiþ1:01Þ2

� �
diagð0Þ diagð1Þ

diag �0:4þ 0:007 yi�1

ðy2i �2yiþ1:01Þ2

� �
diagð�1� 2biaiÞ diagð1� a2i Þ

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCAþ r

ðDxÞ2

Kp 0 0

0 Kp 0

0 0 Kp

0
B@

1
CA;

ð71Þ
where Kp is the matrix resulting from a second-order centered finite difference discretization of the diffusive
term given periodic boundary conditions, i.e.,
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Kp ¼

�2 1 0 . . . 0 1 0 0

1 �2 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

0 . .
. . .

. . .
. ..

.

..

. . .
. . .

. . .
. ..

.

..

. . .
. . .

. . .
. ..

.

..

. . .
. . .

. . .
. ..

.

..

.
1 �2 1

0 0 1 0 . . . 0 1 �2

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

. ð72Þ
To clarify the advantages of the EPI methods over standard integrators we break the tests into two parts each
designed to show a particular aspect of the methods� performance. The goal of the first set of tests is to dem-
onstrate that using Arnoldi iteration to approximate an exponential of the Jacobian matrix as well as func-
tions of type gk(z) and /ck(z) defined in Section 3 is a more efficient procedure than using the same
Arnoldi algorithm to invert the matrix (I � hAn). To see how this relates to the performance of an EPI scheme
compared to implicit methods consider a simple example of an initial value problem for a N-dimensional
linear system of ODEs:
dU
dt

¼ AU ;

Uðt0Þ ¼ U 0;

ð73Þ
where A 2 RN�N , U 0;UðtÞ 2 RN . The simplest and computationally cheapest implicit integrator for this prob-
lem is the backward Euler method:
Unþ1 ¼ Un þ hAUnþ1; ð74Þ

that can also be written as
Unþ1 ¼ ðI � hAÞ�1Un; ð75Þ

where I is the N · N identity matrix and h is the time step. The exponential propagation integrator for problem
(73) is
Unþ1 ¼ ehAUn; ð76Þ

which is the exact solution of the system. If N is large and A is general, so no efficient solver optimized for
inverting (I � hA) is available, in both of the solvers (75) and (76) an iterative Krylov projection based method
must be used. However, in (75) Arnoldi iteration has to be performed in the context of methods like FOM or
GMRES to estimate (I � hA)�1Un while in (76) the same Arnoldi iteration is used to approximate ehAUn. Since
both methods are A-stable the time step is not restricted by the stability requirement and the method with less
computations per time step is more efficient. Similarly, for nonlinear systems where A = A(U(tn)) = An is time
dependent the implicit method involves Newton iteration within which a product of vectors and an inverse of
(I � hAn) has to be computed. For an EPI scheme products of vectors with ehAn , gk(hAn), or /k(hAn) have to be
calculated.

Thus for each of the numerical examples above we perform the following tests. First, we integrate the sys-
tem up to some time t = t* using Matlab�s routine ode23s with relative and absolute tolerances set to 10�6 to
obtain U(t*). Then we compute the Jacobian matrix A� ¼ AðUðt�ÞÞ ¼ DF

DUðUðt�ÞÞ, pick a vector b 2 RN and plot
the number of Arnoldi iterations it takes to estimate (I � hA*)

�1b, ehA�b, /20(hA*)b, and /21(hA*)b to within a
given tolerance tol. Fig. 3 and Table 2 show the results of this test for the Brusselator example with t* = 5.0.
While we found similar behavior for b picked at random and b = U* the results shown below demonstrate the
most relevant case where b = F(U*). For all these choices of b we found that the relative position of the curves
in Fig. 3 remains the same, our choice of b = F(U*), h and N clarifies the trends as the stiffness of the problems
increases. As we can see from Tables 2 and 3, for large step sizes h = 0.05,0.5 the Krylov subspace projections



Fig. 3. We plot the 2-norm of the error in the Krylov subspace approximation of (i) (I � hA
*
)�1b using GMRES, (ii) (I � hA

*
)�1b using

FOM, (iii) ehA�b, (iv) /20(hA*
)b, and (v) /21(hA*

)b vs. the number of Arnoldi iterations it took to obtain this error for the BRUSS example.
In these runs N = 200 and t

*
= 5.0.

Table 2
This table lists the number of Arnoldi iterations it took to approximate the expressions (i) (I � hA

*
)�1b using GMRES, (ii) (I � hA

*
)�1b

using FOM, (iii) ehA�b, (iv) /20(hA*
)b, and (v) /21(hA*

)b for the Brusselator example to within tol = 10�5

Problem size, 2N (I � hA
*
)�1b via GMRES (I � hA

*
)�1b via FOM ehA�b /20(hA*

)b /21(hA*
)b

200 10 9 5 4 4
400 21 18 8 4 4
800 43 37 13 5 4

In this example h = 0.05, t
*
= 5, grid sizes N = 100,200,400, and b = F(U

*
). Note that the Courant–Friedrichs–Levy (CFL) condition

restricted time steps corresponding to the grid sizes N = 100,200,400 are Dtstab = 1.22 · 10�3, 3.09 · 10�4, 7.77 · 10�5.

Table 3
This table lists the number of Arnoldi iterations it took to approximate the expressions (i) (I � hA

*
)�1b using GMRES, (ii) (I � hA

*
)�1b

using FOM, (iii) ehA�b, (iv) /20(hA*
)b, and (v) /21(hA*

)b for the Brusselator example to within tol = 10�5

Problem size, 2N (I � hA
*
)�1b via GMRES (I � hA

*
)�1b via FOM ehA�b /20(hA*

)b /21(hA*
)b

200 92 86 35 27 19
400 187 174 70 55 38
800 382 359 140 112 78

In this example h = 0.5, t
*
= 5, grid sizes N = 100,200,400, and b = F(U

*
).
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can be more efficiently used to complete the intermediate steps in EPI schemes (i.e., calculation of expressions
of type ehA�b, /20(hA*)b, and /21(hA*)b) compared to the intermediate steps that have to be performed within
the Newton iteration of an implicit scheme (i.e., using Arnoldi iteration to approximate (I � hA*)

�1b). This
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trend remains the same as N or h increase and consequently the problems becomes more stiff (Fig. 3, Tables 2
and 3).

Figs. 3–5 show plots of the 2-norm of the error vs. the corresponding number of Arnoldi iterations for dif-
ferent time step sizes. We found that the relative positions of the curves do not change as the grid size N is
Fig. 4. These graphs plot the 2-norm of the error in the Krylov subspace approximation of (i) (I � hA
*
)�1b using GMRES, (ii)

(I � hA
*
)�1b using FOM, (iii) ehA�b, (iv) /20(hA*

)b, and (v) /21(hA*
)b vs. the number of Arnoldi iterations it took to obtain this error for

the BURGERS example. For this calculation N = 1000, t
*
= 1.0.

Fig. 5. These graphs plot the 2-norm of the error in the Krylov subspace approximation of (i) (I � hA
*
)�1b using GMRES, (ii)

(I � hA
*
)�1b using FOM, (iii) ehA�b, (iv) /20(hA*

)b, and (v) /21(hA*
)b vs. the number of Arnoldi iterations it took to obtain this error for

the CUSP example. In these runs N = 32,96, h = 5 · 10�5, t
*
= 10�5.
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increased. Tables 2, 4 and 5 show how many iterations it took to reduce the error below 10�3. The figures and
tables confirm the claim above by showing that there are regimes of large time steps where the Krylov projec-
tions used within an EPI scheme will be more efficient than Krylov projection based inversions of (I � hAn)
which are part of an implicit method.

The Burgers example yields behavior very similar to the Brusselator problem. We use the time step
h = 0.005, t* = 1.0, m = 0.0003, and N = 500,1000,2000. Fig. 4 and Table 4 show the results of the test and
once again demonstrate the efficiency of Krylov subspace projection technique in computing the functions
involving exponential compared to more computationally intensive approximation of the product of an in-
verse of the matrix (I � hA*) and a vector b.

In the CUSP example in addition to demonstrating the trend that we observed in the previous two problems
we also check whether the behavior is repeated for two different times t* = 10�5 and 10�4. The Matlab routine
ode23s uses a time step on the order of 10�7–10�6 with the relative and absolute tolerances set to 10�6, so we
use h = 5 · 10�5. We also set b = hF(U*). Table 5 and Fig. 5 show the number of Arnoldi iterations for
t* = 10�5 and Table 6 and Fig. 6 lists results for t* = 10�4. Recall that unlike the previous two examples in
this problem the stiffness is governed not only by the discretization of the diffusion terms but also by the non-
linear term with the factor 1/e. It is interesting to note that the Krylov subspace approximation of the func-
tions involving an exponential seems much less sensitive to a slight (	10�1) increase of stiffness as N grows.
Fig. 6 also demonstrates that even when the initial error at the first Arnoldi iteration is the largest for the expo-
nential function, it converges faster and thus it still requires fewer iterations than approximating (I � hA*)

�1b.
The second set of tests directly addresses the question of performance of the EPI schemes as compared to

standard integrators. The complexity of the implementation and the number of possible quadrature rules,
and consequently numerical scheme grows as the order of the method increases. Thus in order to illuminate
Table 4
This table lists the number of Arnoldi iterations it took to approximate the expressions (i) (I � hA

*
)�1b using GMRES, (ii) (I � hA

*
)�1b

using FOM, (iii) ehA�b, (iv) /20(hA*
)b, and (v) /21(hA*

)b for the Burgers example to within tol = 10�5

Problem size, N (I � hA
*
)�1b via GMRES (I � hA

*
)�1b via FOM ehA�b /20(hA*

)b /21(hA*
)b

500 15 15 9 8 7
1000 22 22 11 10 9
2000 40 39 15 13 12

In this example h = 0.005, t
*
= 1.0, grid sizes N = 500,1000, and b = F(U

*
).

Table 5
This table lists the number of Arnoldi iterations it took to approximate the expressions (i) (I � hA

*
)�1b using GMRES, (ii) (I � hA

*
)�1b

using FOM, (iii) ehA�b, (iv) /20(hA*
)b, and (v) /21(hA*

)b for the CUSP example to within tol = 10�5

Problem size, 3(N + 2) (I � hA
*
)�1b via GMRES (I � hA

*
)�1b via FOM ehA�b /20(hA*

)b /21(hA*
)b

102 37 37 8 8 7
198 68 68 8 8 7
294 99 99 8 8 7

In this example h = 5 · 10�5, t
*
= 10�5, grid sizes N = 32,64,96, and b = hF(U

*
).

Table 6
This table lists the number of Arnoldi iterations it took to approximate the expressions (i) (I � hA

*
)�1b using GMRES, (ii) (I � hA

*
)�1b

using FOM, (iii) ehA�b, (iv) /20(hA*
)b, and (v) /21(hA*

)b for the CUSP example to within tol = 10�5

Problem size, 3(N + 2) (I � hA
*
)�1b via GMRES (I � hA

*
)�1b via FOM ehA�b /20(hA*

)b /21(hA*
)b

102 37 36 15 14 12
198 62 61 16 14 13
294 87 87 16 14 13

In this example h = 5 · 10�5, t
*
= 10�4, grid sizes N = 32,64,96, and b = hF(U

*
).



Fig. 6. These graphs plot the 2-norm of the error in the Krylov subspace approximation of (i) (I � hA
*
)�1b using GMRES, (ii)

(I � hA
*
)�1b using FOM, (iii) ehA�b, (iv) /20(hA*

)b, and (v) /21(hA*
)b vs. the number of Arnoldi iterations it took to obtain this error for

the CUSP example. In these runs N = 32,96, h = 5 · 10�5, t
*
= 10�4.
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relative performance of explicit, implicit, and exponential methods we will compare the simplest second-order
methods of each type. We will also show that even the third-order EPI schemes can be less costly than the
second-order explicit and implicit integrators. In these tests we integrate each of the three examples above
using the following methods.

AB2 is the second-order explicit Adams–Bashforth method
Unþ1 ¼ Un þ
h
2
ð3F n � F n�1Þ. ð77Þ
Since the method is two-step we use the second-order Runge–Kutta (Midpoint) method to obtain the starting
values for the scheme. Obviously, AB2 requires the least amount of computations per time step out of all the
methods we test but the time step of this method is limited by the stability requirement.

AM2 is the second-order implicit Adams–Moulton method (or Trapezoidal rule)
Unþ1 ¼ Un þ
h
2
ðF n þ F nþ1Þ. ð78Þ
It is well known that this method is A-stable and therefore the time step size is only restricted by accuracy.
However, since system (78) is nonlinear the good stability properties of this method come at the expense of
an increase in the number of computations per time step. Thus at each time step we will employ a Newton
method to solve for Un + 1 and a Krylov subspace projection method, GMRES, to invert the matrix
ðI � ðh=2ÞDFDUðUÞÞ within each Newton iteration. Therefore at each time step the number of Newton iterations
required to achieve a given tolerance is equal to the number of times the Arnoldi algorithm has to be executed.

EPI2 is the second-order multistep type EPI scheme
Unþ1 ¼ Un þ g ðAnhÞhF n; ð79Þ
0
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where g0(z) = (ez � 1)/z. Out of all possible second -order exponential propagation schemes this method
requires the least amount of computation per times step since only one evaluation of F(U) and one Krylov
projection have to be performed.

EPI3: this third-order multistep type EPI method was introduced in Section 3.2.1:
Table
This ta
with a

Time s

10�4

2 · 10�

4 · 10�

8 · 10�

1.6 · 1
3.2 · 1
6.4 · 1
1.28 ·
2.56 ·
5.12 ·
1.024 ·

In thes
Unþ1 ¼ Un þ g0ðAnhÞhF n þ
2

3
g1ðAnhÞhRn�1; ð80Þ
where
g0ðzÞ ¼
ez � 1

z
;

g1ðzÞ ¼
ez � ð1þ zÞ

z2
.

ð81Þ
This two step method requires at most one evaluation of F(U) (the value of Fn � 1 can be saved from the pre-
vious time step) and two Krylov subspace projections to compute g0(Ahh)hFn and g1(Anh)hRn � 1 at each time
step. As noted earlier, in general if the residuals allow to do so, it is possible to optimize the scheme by reusing
the Krylov basis from the evaluation of g0(Ahh)hFn to calculate g1(Anh)hRn � 1. However, in this implementa-
tion we consider the worst case scenario and perform two Krylov projections at each time step.

EPIRK3: this third-order Runge–Kutta type EPI method was introduced in Section 3.2.2 and is given by
r1 ¼ Un þ 2/20ðAn
h
2
Þ h
2
F n;

Unþ1 ¼ Un þ /20ðAnhÞhF n þ
1

3
/21ðAnhÞhRðr1Þ;

ð82Þ
where
/20ðzÞ ¼
ez � 1

z
;

/21ðzÞ ¼ 2
ez � ð1þ zÞ

z2
.

ð83Þ
This method has about the same operations count per time step as the scheme EPI3 above plus one additional
function evaluation F(r1). Note that only one Krylov projection is needed to compute both /20(Anh/2)(h/2)Fn

and /20(Anh)hFn with the latter used for calculating the residual.
First, we consider the test results for the Brusselator equation. We use the five methods above to integrate

the Brusselator system over the time interval [0,1] with the grid size N = 100 and a = 1/50. Table 7 lists the
time steps sizes h used as well as the total time (in seconds) that it took each of the methods to integrate
7
ble lists time (in seconds, rounded) it took for each of the methods to integrate the Brusselator system over the time interval [0,1]
given time step size h

tep, h AB2 AM2 EPI2 EPI3 EPIRK3

213 650 256 337 337
4 54 318 75 115 116
4 14 170 24 45 45
4 3 106 9 19 19
0�3 Unstable 86 6 11 11
0�3 Unstable 79 3 6 6
0�3 Unstable 55 2 3.45 3.98
10�2 Unstable 39 2 2.49 2.58
10�2 Unstable 30.7 1.5 2.2 2.3
10�2 Unstable 28.1 1.4 2.3 2.5
10�1 Unstable 29.4 1.4 2.4 2.6

e runs the tolerance is set to tol = 10�7.



Fig. 7. The graphs show the 2-norm of the error vs. the time step size h for integration of the Brusselator system with methods AM2, EPI2,
EPI3, and EPIRK3. In these runs the tolerance is set to tol = 10�7.
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the system over the given time interval. In these calculations the tolerance used for both the Newton iteration
as well as for all Krylov projections is set to 10�7. Fig. 7 shows the 2-norm of the corresponding errors which
are calculated using the solution computed with Matlab�s ode15s routine with 10�13 relative and absolute
tolerances as reference. Note that while for large values of the time step the graphs in Fig. 7 exhibit the ex-
pected order of the methods, for small values of the time step the graphs for schemes EPI3 and EPIRK3 show
a curious peak in error (Fig. 7). This is explained by looking at the results of the same calculations with the
lowered tolerance of tol = 10�9 in Figs. 8(a) and (b). As we can see from these graphs the peak is shifted to
the left. The reason for this phenomenon is that in the range of time step values where the peak is located the
global error is dominated by the error of the Krylov subspace approximations. When the tolerance is lowered
and the exponential functions are computed with more precision the time discretization error prevails in this
range as can by see by comparing Figs. 7(a) and (b) and 8(a) and (b). In either of these cases, however, the
exponential propagation schemes are shown to be more efficient than the implicit Trapezoidal Rule method
AM2 as can be seen from the results in Table 7 and more efficient than the explicit method AB2 which
becomes unstable for time steps larger than h � 0.0012.

Let us also examine the effect the magnitude of the tolerances has on the comparative performance of the
implicit and EPI methods above. For this test we are interested in the large time step regimes and therefore we
set h = 0.0512. Since very loose tolerances are used sometimes in the Krylov projections step of a Newton–
Krylov method to improve efficiency, we will vary the value of tol and record the integration time and the
error for the schemes AM2, EPI2, EPI3, and EPIRK3. First, we tried to lower the tolerance on the Krylov
projection step in AM2 but leave the tolerance for the outer Newton iteration at tol = 10�6. However, we
Fig. 8. The graphs show the 2-norm of the error vs. the time step size h for integration of the Brusselator system with methods AM2, EPI2,
EPI3 and EPIRK3. In these runs the tolerance is set to tol = 10�9.
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found that in this case the Newton iteration in AM2 stops converging and the solution cannot be obtained.
Thus we ran tests where the tolerances for both the Krylov projections and the Newton iteration are set to a
range of values tol = 10�3,10�4,10�5. The AM2 algorithm consists of a straightforward implementation of the
Newton–Krylov iteration with fixed values of tolerances for both the Newton and Krylov iterations. Such
implementation provides the most direct way to compare the implicit and EPI methods. However, the Newton
method has existed for a long time and various improvements to the basic algorithm has been developed. In
particular, for large systems an inexact Newton iteration has been introduced and shown to be more cost effi-
cient for many problems [37]. In the future it might be possible to develop similar improvements for the EPI
methods. If so comparing such improved EPI schemes with the implicit scheme with inexact Newton method
would be more fair. However, for the sake of completeness we have also implemented and included in our
comparison study a version of the implicit Adams–Moulton method with embedded inexact Newton method
as it is described in [38]. The inexact Newton iteration replaces the original algorithm for solving G(x) = 0 with
iteration xk + 1 = xk + sk where G 0(xk)sk = � G(xk) + rk, k = 1,2, . . . and rk satisfies condition iG(xk) +
G 0(xk)ski 6 gkiG(xk)i. Thus to fully specify an inexact Newton algorithm one has to choose the forcing term
gk. We follow [38] and choose gk to be
Table
This ta
each o

Metho

AM2
AM2IN
EPI2
EPI3
EPIRK

The to

Table
This ta
size h

Time s

10�4

2 · 10�

4 · 10�

8 · 10�

1.6 · 1
3.2 · 1
6.4 · 1

In thes
gk ¼
kGðxkÞ � Gðxk�1Þ � G0ðxk�1Þsk�1k

kGðxk�1Þk
. ð84Þ
Table 8 summarizes the results of these tests. As we can see even for low tolerances the EPI schemes still out-
perform the implicit method both in speed and in the accuracy of the obtained solution. In fact, the EPI
schemes also outperform the implicit method AM2IN although by a smaller compared to AM2. While the
goal of this paper is primarily to introduce EPI schemes and demonstrate their performance, further fine tun-
ing of these methods and comparisons with other state-of-the-art implicit algorithms will be addressed in our
future work.

As we can see from Table 9 and Fig. 9 performance of the methods for the BURG example is very similar to
the case of the Brusselator system. Parameters used for the Burgers equation were the grid size N = 500,
8
ble compares performance of the methods AM2, AM2IN, EPI2, EPI3 and EPIRK3 with respect to different values of tolerance; in
f the tests the Brusselator system was integrated up to time t = 1 with N = 100 and h = 0.0512

d tol = 10�3 tol = 10�4 tol = 10�5

Time Error Time Error Time Error

7.81 0.014 9.72 0.013 12.8 0.013
1.93 0.012 2.62 0.013 3.49 0.013
0.44 0.011 0.56 0.008 0.67 0.085
0.56 0.010 0.67 0.00171 0.87 0.001

3 0.59 0.011 0.71 0.00231 0.99 0.0008

tal execution times are given in seconds and rounded, and the 2-norms of the errors in the final solution are provided.

9
ble lists times it took for each of the methods to integrate the BURG system over the time interval [0,0.5] with a given time step

tep, h AB2 AM2 EPI2 EPI3 EPIRK3

137 2376 306 620 626
4 36 1284 120 276 281
4 9 774 73 15 15
4 2.5 492 50 89.5 90
0�3 Unstable 297 33 56.8 57.5
0�3 Unstable 244 22 37.3 39.8
0�3 Unstable 178.5 15 27.4 28.1

e runs the tolerance is set to tol = 10�7.



Fig. 9. The graphs show the 2-norm of the error vs. the time step size h for integration of the BURG system with methods AM2, EPI2,
EPI3, and EPIRK3. In these runs the tolerance is set to tol = 10�7.

Table 10
The table shows results of the comparison of the methods for integrating the CUSP example over the time interval [0,10�4] with time steps
h = 10�5 and h = 5 · 10�6

h = 1E � 5 Execution time Error h = 5E � 6 Execution time Error

AB2 0.01 1.73E � 2 AB2 0.01 4.32E � 3
AM2 Diverges AM2 6.78 8.61E � 4
EPI2 0.04 1.65E � 1 EPI2 0.09 8.22E � 2
EPI3 0.1 6.6E � 1 EPI3 0.21 1.68E � 1
EPIRK3 0.11 2.1E � 1 EPIRK3 0.3 9.46E � 2
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m = 3 · 10�4, the time interval [0,0.5] and the tolerance tol = 10�7. A slight difference with the Brusselator
example is that in this case it appears that an explicit method is more efficient than any other technique. How-
ever, as N increases and so does the stiffness the stability bound becomes severely restrictive, while as we can
see from the table the EPI schemes remain efficient at high values of h. The results of the table also clearly
indicate the superior efficiency of the EPI schemes compared to the implicit solver AM2.

In the CUSP example the methods exhibit a different behavior which is instructive to consider. We perform
the calculations with grid size N = 32, parameter values e = 10�4, r = 1/144, tol = 10�7 over the time interval
[0,10�4]. Here we find that the accuracy considerations outweigh those of stability (Table 10). The stability
bound on the time step for the explicit scheme AB2 in this case is of the order 10�5. For time steps smaller
than this bound the comparison of the total time of integration of the CUSP system by implicit and EPI
schemes shows the same results as for the previous two examples. The errors in this case are also comparable
even though the exponential propagation schemes give a somewhat larger error. However, when the time step
exceeds the stability bound we find that not only AB2 goes unstable, but the Newton iteration within the im-
plicit method AM2 no longer converges to within a given tolerance and the EPI schemes also yield unreason-
ably large errors. Thus for this problem an explicit method will always be the fastest way to compute the
solution as confirmed by our numerical experiments and integration with either implicit or exponential prop-
agation schemes is not appropriate.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a new class of exponential integrators which we called exponential prop-
agation iterative (EPI) methods. We have discussed the methodology for the construction of these schemes
and studied their performance on several test problems. We have demonstrated that the faster convergence
of Arnoldi iterations needed by EPI schemes provide computational savings compared to standard implicit
Newton–Krylov integrators with no preconditioning. It is not clear at this point whether EPI schemes can
be used in conjunction with a preconditioner and we plan to investigate this question in the future. We have
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also showed the superior stability properties of these methods compared to explicit schemes. Thus the EPI
schemes can provide an efficient alternative to standard integrators if no good preconditioner is available
for a large-scale stiff problem, its time integration is challenging because of a stability bound on the time step
and the accuracy requirement allows a time step far exceeding that bound, While the numerical examples in
this paper provide some guidance as to what type of problems can benefit from the use of EPI schemes more
research is needed to determine the classes of systems for which the EPI methods are advantageous. The study
of the performance and application of the higher-order EPI methods proposed in this paper will be presented
elsewhere.
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